2012, Jan 21
Opening Meditation:

Saturday History Call
Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:
Cheryl Croci
We've anchored the abundance for us all
BBS:

$590 for this week and last week [were $685 behind]
Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the listing
of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.

T&R:

Website:
www.2013rainbowroundtable.com – scroll down to donate section
This week's expenses are covered.
Outstanding bill for car repair: $650 to ET's Auto Repair
Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Telephone:
via MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061

Comments:
R went up the Taos Mtns and did a peyote ceremony; the Pueblos honor him as Ashtar's son and told him
in general terms how to get to the Ashtar command site on the mountain
● He found the backdoor to the mountain and the command centre for Ashtar
●He travelled through the underground base there – ships as far as the eye could see
●There is a generator of some kind – creates a hum across the area that everyone hears
●Also went on a land speeder
T: this is why we stay on the air: people in Alberta are hearing a groan – what is it?
●The earth is slowing down
●This radio program is expanding us to all levels of understanding and awareness
●The King said stay on BBS radio – it's a unique mission they have
T: Cheryl's call are moving the whole thing too – encourage people to join the calls
Hard News:

BBS Stn 2 1-888-429-5471 toll free US, Canada
530-513-6472;
530-413-9537
Caller: wants to clarify on an error from yesterday:
●Obama speaking the Congress in the Hall of Congress
●In September 2012, he will address the world from the Democratic National Convention
at the Stadium in South Carolina with room for 78,000 people
Caller: One of the listeners called him and asked if Iraqi dinar is a scam – He said he'd ask for them.
T: it is not a scam, though the scammers are still around – the Illuminati, the Vatican in general, the
Trilateral Commission – there are good ones there as well as those who manipulate people
●It's a scam in so far as we have a downward spiral – they will play something about the origins of
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humanity, and her children who are the world cabal in general who volunteered to get rid of the
emotion chip which is the gateway to their soul; they gave up 12 strands of DNA and access to
Divine Love by so doing.
●They know that, by Dec 21, 2012, they cannot escape: greed, money, control, advanced technology
which was used for the downward spiral – none of these things work!
●We are talking of 5th dimension and higher; this lifts up everyone
● as anyone tries to go in the opposite direction, it gets harder and harder for them and
anyone as you are not going with the flow.
●What gets in the way – race, ethnicity, religions
●Religion has a purpose – as we learn more about how to study the stars and learn about
Divine Will,
Caller: thinks the convention is in Charlotte, North Carolina – Bank of America's headquarters is there
R: there are rumours of B of A and Board of Directors – that part of Wall Street gave $ to Obama
We Occupy Wall Street to show its criminality – it's not for the 99%
Caller: when did he go to Taos R: it happened in 1980
T: the Pueblo Nation and the others have been using Mother Nature and her grid for thousands of years –
●they know how to find fairy rings, fire rings which they can use for telepathic communication and
send it to another fairy ring or fire ring;
●the beings coming from the other realms can
communicate back to the people, as well
Caller: she read a channel a week ago – Poofness who said the Fed Res is no more, as of last Sat pm
T: they shut it down, yet it has been completely gone since Feb, 2007 when IRS left
R: they still use their goons to knock on your door and ask for money
T: can thank Bush and the Patriot Act for this
●BO does so well communicating to people
R: Kennedy's reputation in Hollywood – JFK bless his heart who will be back to do what he can – yet he
could not keep his hands to himself [JFK did not have the same discipline as B O]
R: battling it out in SC, and it's raining;
Caller: something from MoveOn.org – an urgent decision on Monday about bank accountability
● reports that he could make a decision about setting up studies on bank
R: he's heard lots of stories, also people in Iceland, DK, etc
● go ahead and nationalize the banks is what they say – don't know if BO will do it
● Also as Bernie says: break them up –
● does not think BO would give them a sweetheart deal
● 4 hedge fund managers arrested this week
● CEOs of some companies have been targeted by Anonymous: they might just be doing something by
which the money disappears from their accounts and ST G gets it all
●As of Dec 21, 2012, Mother's yanni lines up and this changes the story of the energies coming from the
centre of the Milky Way – we are already becoming luminous; also, the way goods and services are
handled changes and universal economics takes over T: the “baby steps” are really giant steps
Caller: at Thursday events across the country, lots of signatures to Pres to investigate
●Big banks are lobbying to get immunity
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●Want Pres to know we want him to stand against the big banks
●If the banks get broad immunity now, we will never know the full extent of what they did – the
investigation is very important
●White House is paying attention to what progressives thing about this issue
T: very excited about this
Caller: will all this be cleaned up before Dec 21?
T: Yes, will have an election in November and ALSO ONE BEFORE THEN
●think it will be by proportional voting – multiple choices in each state, not just 2 parties –
● the Rothchilds put the 2 party system in place with Bankers Manifesto and Rothchilds would
control them both
T: Explains how proportional voting works
●All being prepared right now and folks are getting vetted
●Glad to hear that Moveon.org doing this – they dis a voluntary black out with a number of cos
T: Sidney Poitier gave highest honour to Morgan Freedman – their work has been about getting rid of
racism; Republicans want to keep white, Anglo-Saxon power – being discussed in a lot of people
●these ones are racist against women, too
●Newt is now getting more commentary: a great disrespect for the feminine [open marriage is
about communication and honesty, not coming later]
●Melissa Harris Perry will have her own show: in Feb Black History Month; in Mar, Women
●MHP was on Chris Hayes this am – they are operating from a very high vibration
T: this has been moving super rapidly – the idea of racism is engrained in our psyches
● Thomas Jefferson sold slaves in the north – Amy Goodman had that information –
● one of the people on the show also sold slaves in the north, alongside Thomas Jefferson so
that's how she knew
●Thomas Jefferson sold them to the royals in Europe
●They will play the 6 Aboriginal Laws of Planet Earth – above all international law on the planet, and they
exist in form!
● The Declaration of Independence the original one in the Bruton Vault
●rights of women - goes right along with Aboriginal Laws; aboriginal called god “creator spirit” and
that has the meaning of using the energy of Mother, which is super light – 10 billion x faster than
the speed of light – the female energy was eliminated and replaced with male energy at the top.
●Yet women cannot get fully to the top.
●The Age of Ma'at comes after Age of Aquarius and we are being prepared for this now – the Satvic Yuga
is 4x longer than an ordinary yuga – in The Lost Symbol last night, needed an 8 square – an 8 on its
side is infinity, which is super light time
●Mother – the illusion that you can kill some one is going to be gone; and those who died will have
the chance to return, whole, healed and as they ysed to be
●Cyntihia – we are being downloaded with super galactic center light
● so what the end of slavery suppression of women might look like has to do with Age of Ma'at As
we move into this energy and choose it: B O will lead the way
●We saw it start when he slapped the dark side when he said no to the Republicans, no to the Democrats
to Hillary and to John Boehner – this means he busted the banksters and their money = speech
stuff
●We had Occupy the Courts yesterday: chanting “Chief Justice Roberts we are here to tell you
corporations are not people, and money is not speech”
●Why is the original constitution still buried: because Rothschild, Rockerfellers etc are still
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controlling
●We are the prime movers and we can only change ourselves; as we understand things – ask and you shall
receive – Divine Freedom, Divine Justice, Divine THE 5 equal Divine Beauty
●Tells story of being in college – class where people sat in “The Hot Seat” - one student was of Irish
wealth and why she was in the class: had to get over all the family offered her to stay in the usual
routine of marriage
Elena Perez, sec of www.Moveon.org
Tribal consciousness
Knowledge of good and evil
Discipleship – Jesus gathered the apostles and they moved to the next
Initiate Consciousness
Becoming your own monad
Ascension to a higher spiral
●and then you start over again
[brings us to the 8th]
●A magic 7 square is 49; a magic 8 square is 64 – 8 means manifestation as you have manifested all that
you have studied in the magic squares of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
●Mother is the original source
●And these guys decided to divorce themselves from Mother, and created religion to make sure mother
stayed divorced from people
●We are graduating from 3rd dimension which is 9 to 4th dimension which is 16 which brings in magic of 7
the 5th dimension is also 7 [5 x 5 = 25 = 7]
● We are creating a cosmic family at a higher vibratory rate: as we do the kind of work with Cheryl – we
are working the energy of the Mahdi, of Maitraya, of Cosmic Christhood on the planet
Audio: Please respect my religion by Anchara
Co-produced these with Benjamin Stuart
●my religion does not allow for death or other punishment for apostasy or blasphemy
●prohibits beheading or murdering living human beings
●values life more than death; prohibits
●does not allow for hand amputation
●prevents homosexuals from being hanged
●does not require prayer once, 5x a day
●does not believe in mind control
●objects to loud ringing of bells, tormenting neighbours
●exhorts people to expose and speak out against human rights violations in whatever country
●calls for people to object to religious beliefs that are vicious, hateful
●calls for dignity and respect for the individual who chooses to believe or disbelieve
●encourages singing, dancing, joy and general
Audio: Tavis Smiley another commentary on same things that Anchara covered from that perspective
●data is clear now – the younger you are in America, the more likely you are to be in poverty
●What do we do in a nation which allows this to be a reality?
●It is pathological – it's unjust.
●If we are serious about abolishing poverty, we need to get the kids before they are 5 years old
●The renaissance of compassion has to take place across the board – part of the raising of
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consciousness across the board
●There are poverty abolishers and there are also poverty deniers – we see them all the time
M Moore: there is nothing we can do about it – work with the ones who are aware
● This is why some of us are trying to abolish greed, the practical thing ●Here's a poverty program we can all get behind – JOBS – a liveable wage will do much!
●One could argue that this economy will come back if they know they don't have to hire anyone and
keep the company mean and lean
●Capitalism is wrecking itself – so much poverty was behind the mortgage crisis; can't have an economy
based only on the 1%
●Louis Brandeis said you can
●Vicky Escara; enough food on planet to feed everyone – work on the food system so it gets from the
farmers to those who need it. A big stretch would be to see families and children in America
have enough food.
● Majora Carter: wants everyone person in America to see their own value and that there are ways to
move people out of poverty – to use real estate to help communities
●Suze Orman, personal finance expert: she looks at 1600 people in this room: what are you doing to
keep yourselves out of poverty? If you don't take care of yourselves, can't take care of your kids
or anyone else. Need to learn about money, personal finance, then you are setting yourself up to be
a victim to a system that wants you to fail. Need to get powerful over the money your family has.
●Roger Clay, Jr – Pres of Insight Centre: need people to have jobs with good salary, benefits in the short
term. Spoke to person who cleaned his room: she is in poverty unless she is married to someone
else
M Moore: if we can find the fixes in present and future in the system: do you worry that you will find
yourselves in the group not allowed inot the new system?
Roger: does not think it will get better in his life time; works toward the future and the kids
●the more people are out of work, the harder it is
●have more mixed race people – will be influential because they are not as racist
●The only white age group Obama won was the 18-25 age group – they will fix this – the kids are not bigots
or homophobes
MM:
asked the question of African Americans and I happen to be one! I'm glad, glad, glad that god
made me . . . “
●Optimism suggests that there are sets of conditions that can make things better – Negroes have not
seen that
●Hope is different – it's about faith
●Black people are the most hopeful people in America – yet he is almost depressed – he thinks this
is the last, best chance that his people have – if we keep getting into this hole we may
never get out, and I love black people too much to let this happen
●he is concerned that the kids of today have shifted from courage, - won't be a long distance
runner – love in your heart, and how you render service is what we were raised on
www.PBS.org – remaking America
T: this is Barbara Erenrich, an author – works with Cornell West and other wealthy people
Audio: The Big Picture by Thom Hartmann
Occupy the Courts – David Cop behind the idea of Move to Amend
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Guest: David Cop born in poverty in Texas – did all kinds of jobs to get himself to college
●We have inalienable rights, they are sacrosanct – corporations are created by states, etc
●To allow a lawyer to go into a court and support campaign
●The Dartmouth Case – in the spirit public – to have a democratic society you need educated
engaged citizens – so to privatize the Dartmouth college
●A number of court cases after Santa Clara worked toward idea of corporations being
and since 18 ?? the court itself is
●The Roberts court is the most extreme example of legal activism
●The Jim Crow laws affected the inalienable rights of a section of the people
Move to Amend – David explains how it came into being
To watch this again, go to www.ConversationswithGreatMinds.com
David Cop
Thom introduces next segment Roosevelt, 1936, who used the term “economic royalist”
Mitt Romney is an Economic Royalist – today we call them the 1%
● the clip he played of Mitt on the campaign trail showed him saying “if you don't like this, deny
inequality exists in America – if you don't like it [our enormous wealth, control ] go to
North Korea”
● the top 1% have seen income rise by 270% since 1970
● all the new wealth created since 1980 [Reagan] goes to the 1%
● The 1% pay a different tax rate than everyone else
● The 1% and the 99% is math, not Occupy rhetoric
● There is class warfare in America and the Romney class is willing [Buffet's words]
Thom's discussion lays it all out!
T:

Words of Sananda, the Man with the Plan
● Be calm
● Be loving to other
● be gentle
● be peaceful
● be merciful – accountability and just
● give tithes
● help the poor [refers to the panel played at the beginning: free health care
● be good that you may receive the mysteries of the Light and go on high into the Light Land

Richard:
is the conference call filled up? He cannot get on.
● They need someone on the conference call to call in
● Carolyn has been saying the conference call has been down for a while.
Music: it was Rumi music: the dervishes were whirling and singing
Astrology: Richard
●today sun moved from Capricorn to Aquarius – a rather wide frequency jump –
●At the same time, the sun is square Taurus, another earth sign - there needs to be a grounding
Saturn opposite Jupiter is earth to air
●As sun moves into Aquarius, adding fire frequency –
in just a few hours, sun will be exactly square to Jupiter
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●In 25 min, sun will be sextiled to Uranus
●Moon about to go over Mercury – moon conjunct mercury at 7am EST
Also as well, the transfer of data from Great Central sun to us via here and there – all that happening
●Mars is retrograde but on Monday – there is a struggle in the pathways between earth energies
and fire energies – a big step!
●Pluto and Capricorn at 9 degrees, Mercury in 21 degrees – still in earth; goes into Aquarius next month
●Everything we are seeing and hearing in the news is about a return to balance
On Feb 7, Mercury catches up to the Sunday
Saturn will not leave Libra – it will go retrograde in Libra until June 25 th - which continues to
reinforce and establish the new balance in the solar activity, and the activities of people
For coming week:
T: No aspects to moon on Tuesday – how does that affect BO's speech?
Ri: should be a well balanced day: Moon is feminine and magnetic
nothing else interfering that day – should stay balanced as long as nothing affects his
circuits – should be high energy: a good day for Obama
●a Tuesday with moon in Pisces is quite different to Thursday with the moon in ??
●Going into a place where we'll get Aquarian style downloads – works on the mental plane
T: when we get to Feb 2nd, will the groundhog see his shadow?
Ri: local phenomenon – not too important
T: watching the tv – when you accost him [Romney], you are accosting the free enterprise system
Ri; the gloves will come off this week, the nasties will come out – these ones really want to come up against
Obama!
T: they want it so much: they know when they get to end of this year, they can no longer hold on to their
power
Ri: this theatre could be a moot point – all Obama has to do is introduce some of his galactic associates
and have them land in front of TV – lets make some announcements!
T: that's why there's a good chance he will talk about structures on Mars!
Ri: we have to love all the players in the system – can't write a story stranger o
Ri: It's a war between the families: with reference to the South Carolina results
Newt – Rockerfellers [lizard]
Mitt – Rothschilds [white dragon]
About dragons from The Handbook of Chinese Horoscopes – Theodora Lau
[1979]
● Dragons - #5 I am truth and light; I hold power and glory in my ; I have been chosen to tame
the fates. I AM the Dragon.
●the indomitable spirit of the dragon will have us facing larger projects
●business will be good and money can be easily had
●an auspicious year to get married, start a business, or have children in a dragon year,
● real or imaginary revolts against restrictions
●Dragons have fire aspect and air aspect [they fly]
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Ri: reading more on water dragon – it's the battle of the mind and trying to convince us in our hearts
basically ruled by sympathetic vibrations – have a knack for noticing things which will become
important;
●they know how to be unobtrusive in their persistence – good stagecraft
T: Reading: Ancient secrets for modern life: Chinese Astrology
Positive: compelling, courageous, discriminating, enthusiastic, exciting, faithful, generous, intelligent,
irresistible, perfectionist, principled, self-sufficient, sentimental, sincere, talented, visionary
Negative: arrogant, defensive, demanding, dissatisfied, emotional, impatient, irritable, opinionated,
overpowering, ruthless, short tempered, wilfull
●writer says it's a mythical creature – yet it is not: Rama has a friend named Ruth who has wings and
hangs out in Hawaii
Ri: has US under sign of monkey – all about activity – putting things together, exploring new fields
T: based on what Richard read, this could be a more exciting year than we ever dreamed!
Has been symbol for imperial power – the emperors believed they were the real dragons and sons
of the gods
T: also need to revise the tariffs
Caller: the Dinar is definitely real; if you have any, can spend it in streets of Irag
●Dinar 11.70 to $1 – artificially held at this rate for the last 3 years until Iraq settles debt with
Kuwait; had to read the budget for 2012 – need it 3 times
●Hold up is not Iraq – BO lowered the budgets for the operations by calling these boys home – now
important to get jobs:
●The new treasury bills have to be introduced and announced that all banks are Basel III
compliant – hears that tomorrow that need to keep listening – either Bernanke or Paulsen
will announce all banks US are Basel 3 compliant
T: Back up to Bernanke or Paulsen: wants to interface
● NESARA is Faction 3; Dinar is Faction 2 – he's the one who shut down the Justice Dep't
because of the SOPA thing ● St. G talked to the founding Fathers and it took 4 months for him to talk to all of them – they all
ended up dead
● your Faction 2 people are now meshing – these guys are so patient and you have to go back to the
Atlantean times [the garden island in the Pacific Ocean which houses the opening to earth
from Pleiades]
● NESARA – Bill called about banks / BO possibly saying something about nationalizing them
Caller - Jaylah: reminds us that Fed has been neutered
T: Perry stepped down because St. G spoke to him – he had put millions into ads; he has 270x the benefits
in tax rates – he got the word and dropped out
●To be calm – the dragon in us
●Before we came in, we knew each other
●The man holding the gold is St. Germain; he has a fleet of amethyst with gold rings around them!
●B O is now talking about magnetic trains – why did they not have one before?
Jaylah: It is China that has the maglev train
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T: China needs us desperately – all the work force, factories
●The currency was going to be 100 currencies revalued all at once; Dinar is used because it was
Bush Jr, Scooter Libby when he was indicted by Patrick Fitzgerald – the jury trials going
on since 2003; there are also the Franklin
● What is reality?
● What do we think is reality? This is not about the money, they have been neutered since June
● Watch the Sirian Commander – he will walk us through that door
Caller: we are about to walk into blessings we cannot immagine
T: He is not going to waste his words on Tuesday; why the confusion about N Carolina and the BofA
● a bird is the spirit and is Kuthumi – who is associated with St. Germain
● Chris Matthews said on TV that Karl Rove is not long for this world – we are going to be calm
●Ruth fell asleep on . . . she was awakened after the 11-11-11
T: keep hearts open and listen; we heard about the triangle
Audio:

this audio is the result of SiphorahMiriam & the discussion Friday night
Red Ice Radio – from west of Sweden
Guest is William Henry - The Secrets of Sion, latest book; DVD The Light of Sion”
WH: asked about 2012 and what might be going on
goes back to the main and early thinkers on the subject: John Major Jenkins,
●What is happening: a shift of the ages, change in calendar – end of Mayan
●He has called out a couple of researchers who don't have some of their facts straight – he
reckons people just want it to be what they want it to be –
●Since 2003, so much has happened that supports what Mayans have said
RIR: so why response?
WH: he was defending his research – a researcher did not know the difference between an Aztec
Sun stone and the calendar; his followers came on with antagonism
Telling the truth is the only way we'll get through this
RIR: latest news from a ruin where an inscription was found that supports 2012 findings
WH: it does not encode the 2012 end date – does encode the shift of the ages
99.5% of the time when talking about the Mayan calendar, show the Aztec sun stone
the founding fathers DID NOT know about 2012 – there is NO connection
RIR: any difference between Sion and Zion?
WH: He has not seen the decoding of the 2012 Olympics but has been studying the symbolism
● the new tower that will be a symbol of London – the sculptor is really influenced by wormholes
and stargates -he has also designed 2 others
RIR: the Olympic venue street names – can see an intelligence plan around the site
Leyton; Leytonstone Road; Carpenters Road;
WH: the mascots for the Olypmics – little ET style creatures – who came up with this?
Olympic Parks are always the latest in architecture and other ideas
RIR: how does latest book relate to past work?
●It's a one of kind book – there is a tribe of time-travelling beings
●follow the literary trail in Egyptian texts – get to center of Galaxy
●There are bodies that travel in light
●talk about garments of light that are a prelude to our receiving our ascension
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●there is an ancient literary tradition that talks about the centre of the MW galaxy and the
beings that live there
RIR: started with Henry's work - the Cloak of the Illuminati
●How did they become illumined ones, shining one?
●Most often the possessors of garments of lights that gave them powers to go through Stargates
RIR: we have a tug between 2 forces – those who try to blind us; those who are really illumined
WH:
Rama: He has not spoken with ACIO and KOS, etc

http://www.williamhenry.net/sion_book.html

THE SECRET OF SION:
Jesus’s Stargate, the Beaming Garment and the Galactic Core in Ascension Art
Since 1996, William Henry has been courageously establishing and documenting his revolutionary connection
between the original Christianity, stargates and the ascension of humanity into beings of light. His goal has been to
recover the authentic teaching of Jesus about how we can transform ourselves into beings of pure light (and love),
open a stargate and beam ourselves home.
The Secret of Sion represents the culmination of William’s unique search in Gnostic literature and sacred art to map
the path, called the Way of Light, that leads to the gate of heaven.
His quest led him ‘through the wormhole’ where he peered into the promised land of Sion, a place at the center of our
galaxy that is inhabited by ascended humans.
His journey is presented as an invitation to follow his path in the form of an astounding collection of third eye opening
and soul rising ascension art, one that illuminates the esoteric mysteries of the greatest cosmic story ever told.
The Secret of Sion reveals:
 Jesus is an avatar of a race or tribe of advanced and wise humans, called Perfect Light Humans, who dwell at
the center of our galaxy and travel via wormhole to and from this cosmic center.
 Jesus will return the same way he left…via stargate.
 Members of the race of Perfect Light Humans have remained on earth for thousands of years. They are the
most ancient of aliens.
 The Magi are representatives of the Perfect Light Humans.
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 Encoded within ascension art is a Stargate technology called ‘the Kit’. It includes the Star Crown (of Rose
Thorns), a mysterious anointing oil and a robe of light called the Beaming Garment.
 The Kit is periodically reassembled in preparation for the return of the Avatars of Sion.
 Sion is rising and with it a new, new world order based on human ascension.
 The connection between the Mayan image of the serpent rope from the center of the galaxy and Christian Last
Judgement art that shows a serpent linking earth and the Throne of God.
Is it possible the window of time we are entering will see the revelation of the Perfect Light Humans from Sion? Do
we have what it takes to join them? Or have we always been a part of them? What have we forgotten about ourselves
and what can we remember that might free us? That’s The Secret of Sion.
Topics discussed include: Ascension, Resurrection, light body, stargate, wormhole, extraterrestrials, garment of light,
robe of glory, Sion, center of galaxy, three magi, transfiguration, metamorphosis, ladder to heaven, the Sun, anointing
oil, Holy Spirit, Mary, Sapphire staff of Moses, Elijah, Melchizedek, Gnostic gospels, Secret Book of John, 2012,
Revelation of the Magi, Enoch, Book of Mormon, perfection, Rainbow Body.

_________________
WH: thinks Carl Sagan has been a disinformation source
R: comments on it

Red Ice Radio - William Henry - Hour 1 - The Secret of Sion

www.redicecreations.com/radio/2012/01/RIR-120103.php
3 Jan 2012 – Rik Clay's interviews on Red Ice Creations – All Four Segments · Milky Way · Bubbles of
Energy Are Found in Galaxy · Maya calendar ...
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FROM MOVEON.ORG WEBSITE

Investigate Wall Street Bank Fraud
Reports are out that in the next 48 hours, President Obama could make the call on whether to
hold Wall Street accountable and open an investigation into the banks' role in the housing crisis,
or agree to a sweetheart deal that lets them off the hook.
The greed and fraud of Wall Street banks caused the loss of millions of homes and billions of dollars in
the housing crash.
Now we need President Obama to take a strong stance for homeowners, and for accountability, by
opening a federal investigation into big bank fraud.
This is something the president can do on his own right now, without fighting Congress. And millions
of Americans can be helped if banks are held responsible and forced to compensate homeowners for
their wrongdoing.
A compiled petition with your individual comment will be presented to President Obama.

Sign the Petition
Full petition text:
"President Obama: Hold Wall Street banks accountable by fully investigating the big bank fraud that
caused the housing crisis."
*Your Name:
*E-mail:
Your Street Address:
City:
State:

*Zip:

Your message to President Obama: (optional)

I'm a homeowner who has been foreclosed on or is facing foreclosure.
The balance on my mortgage is higher than the value of my home.
After you click the button below, we'll send your name, address, and comment to President Obama.

(see privacy policy below)
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